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Introduction
 

The perfect time to grow and dig is spring. Planting will occur prior to
the snow melting though. Gardeners usually spend majority of the
summer period weeding, watering and having to monitor plants that
are young growing over the course of time.
 

 
 



Have an Idea
 

Is it going to be a garden of vegetables?  What about herbs or �lower 
garden? In case you are have decided that �lowers are what you will be 
growing, do you need annuals? They will have to be replanted on a 
yearly basis. However, the summer is when they do produce color. It is 
possible that perennials are what you do prefer which have bloom 
times that are shorter but can actually come back one year after the 
other. Any of what has been listed above can be mixed. Here is a little 
tip which is the fact that you should start small. 
 

 



Picking a Location
 

Most �lowers and every vegetable does need about 6 hours of sunshine
on a daily basis. Take time on a particular day on the location that you
have chosen and try to observe how the sun tends to move around. It is
possible that the sun it is receiving is more than what you are thinking.
Hope shouldn’t be lost if the sun isn’t coming to such location that much
since lots of plants do survive under shades.
 

Plant tags should be checked or you can �ind out from the staff in a local
garden centerthe amount of sunshine that a �lower actually needs on a
daily basis. The garden should be located in a place where you can
easily give it attention should such need arises. These could be close to
the mail box, outside your backdoor, by your window to enable you get
a clear view of it and so on. It should be placed near water spigot to
enable you have easy access to water. This means that the hose will not
be dragged to hinterlands.
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